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Spori Publications 
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Rexburg, ID 83440 

  

Dear Ms. Hawker: 

Our company, Two Peas Publishing, is a new and recently established company. We have developed a new 

comedic relationship magazine for the market and are writing to you to request funding for this magazine. 

Within this proposal, we will explain to you: 

 

• Why there is a need for our magazine. 

• What our magazine is about and an organization for publishing the first issue in March 2017. 

• Who makes up the editorial board and our qualifications. 

• Who our audience is and how we will appeal to them. 
 

We realize that we are unable to publish the first issue without funding. We also understand that there are 

timing difficulties as well as the first issue isn’t scheduled for publishing until March 2017. 

 

The Need 

In the magazine market, there already exists a multitude of relationship magazines, some being Glamour, Elle, 

Seventeen, and Relevant. We believe that The Pod will do well even amid this competition for a few reasons. 

Relationships are a popular subject in today’s society and people are constantly interested in different ways to 

keep relationships alive or create new ones. As of right now, no relationship magazine in the market has a 

satirical take on relationships and dating. Many of these satirical magazines do exist, such as The Onion, but 

there is not one specifically devoted to relationships. The Pod will appeal to those young adults who are looking 

for wholesome romantic comedic content. 

 

Secondly, the up-to-date content and interaction of The Pod will help keep it in circulation with our audience. 

By ensuring that we are properly writing to the younger generation and staying connected through their favorite 

apps like Facebook, Tinder, Instagram and Snapchat, people will be more inclined to pick up The Pod and read 

through the humorous content inside. Our current intentions to include articles such as Tinder pick-up failures 

or other similar app-based stories will display this appeal to the millennial generations. 

 



Finally, we have a broad audience that we are writing for in The Pod. Rather than simply write to one gender or 

one specific stage of a relationship (newly dating, single, engaged, etc.), we will have a variety of content that 

will appeal to both single and married young adults and to both men and women. We are also expanding our 

audience outside of LDS students at Brigham Young University-Idaho. In catering to a larger audience, we will 

draw in a wider group of readers than we may have otherwise, which will help with later magazine sales and 

increasing popularity. 

  

The Magazine 

Our magazine will be a satirical parody of common relationship advice magazines. The name of our magazine 

will be The Pod. We chose this name as a play on the phrase “like two peas in a pod.” This phrase is further 

referenced in our publishing group’s name, Two Peas Publishing. This name is particularly fitting because of its 

reference to couples and relationships being like two peas in a pod, and showcases the magazine’s more playful 

nature. We believe that this name will be a subtle but fun way to imply the nature of the magazine as a romantic 

parody. The Pod will be a unique feature on store magazine shelves for impulse-buyers as well as a source of 

comedy online on our website. We know there are very few other popular sources of comedy literature directed 

specifically towards our targeted demographic of 18-30 years and we intend to fill that niche with The Pod. 

 

The first issue will have a large selection of articles and stories to showcase the wide range of content found 

within The Pod. The layout of the issue will be clean and well designed, and will be full of images related to 

relationships and dating to cater to our intended demographic. The first issue will contain terrible dating tips, 

mother-in-law’s wedding planning ideas, first date horror stories, hilarious social media screen captures, and 

psychology of relationships. Recurring sections of our magazine will include: 

 

Baggage Claim: 

People carry heavy emotional and psychological baggage from relationship to relationship. This section 

of The Pod will address this issue with clever ways to cope with your own baggage, as well as stories 

such as “6 Easy Steps To Get Her Over Him.” 

 

Wedding Plans: 

The preparation for that big day can be incredibly stressful and overwhelming. This collection of advice 

columns, and personal experiences can relieve even the greatest of bridezillas. “Father’s Budget Is Only 

$50,000” and “So Your Reception Is Going To Be In A High School Gym During A Boy’s Wrestling 

Tournament; That’s Okay” will guide young brides and curious grooms through this frightening time. 

 

Dating Tips: 

Nobody really likes dating. It is a means to an end. Our dating tips and stories will help readers reach 

their goal of finding that one perfect fish in the vast sea. Writers will provide their experience as great 

first date ideas such as introducing your date to your parents, and instructing your date on the many 

ways you intend to keep Satan out of the relationship. 

 

 

 



Share: 

Social media has become an essential aspect of finding and trapping that special someone. However, 

things do not always go as planned. This section will provide hilarious experiences of worst Tinder 

matches, Facebook Stalking Tips, and direct message creepers. 

 

Editorial Board 

The editorial board will consist of Kourtney Graham, Millie Carter, Travis Olsen, and CJ West. Kourtney is The 

Pod’s editor in chief and Millie, Travis and CJ are the sponsoring editors. All the members of The Pod are 

English majors who have extensive skill in writing papers and editing. All the editoral members of The Pod are 

dating, engaged, or married, which will help provide many different perspectives to The Pod’s audience. 

Kourtney is qualified to manage this magazine as she has edited two full-length manuscripts for publication, 

designed multiple blogs, and has experience leading groups, which will help unify our editorial board. CJ has 

valuable experience with humorous magazines and his understanding the humor and tone of our magazine will 

help develop The Pod to its fullest extent. Millie has the needed experience in visual design for professional 

websites to help design the look of The Pod and knows how to work under pressure on projects. Her interests in 

romance and weddings will help accentuate the romantic aspect of The Pod. Travis’ extensive creative writing 

background will prove helpful in his responsibilities as language stylist specialist as well as introductory editor. 

 

Our team will work closely with the writers, giving them specific instructions for the content and layout of the 

articles, while still leaving room for their individual voices. The articles will be initially reviewed by CJ and 

Travis. In these reviews, CJ will evaluate the content’s alignment with the magazine’s purpose, and he will give 

feedback to the authors. Similarly, Travis will view the style of the writing, including: tone, diction, flow, and 

conflict, in attempts to heighten the appeal of each article, then, he will give feedback. Then the submissions 

will be evaluated by Kourtney for final approval or revisions. Millie will design the articles to fit with the 

appearance of The Pod. 

 

One of our potential problems could arise in receiving articles that do not fit the style of the magazine. The 

authors of the articles may be unable to achieve the humor we desire in the magazine. Similarly, problems may 

arise from author’s inexperience surrounding certain topics of romance (such as planning a wedding). We are 

confident with our team’s strengths that we will be able to correct stylistic and content struggles by providing 

many examples for our authors to draw from. 

 

Audience 

The Pod magazine is targeted towards those of both genders, between the ages of 18-30. Though we understand 

that some males will be interested in reading the magazine, we predict that it will most likely be women who 

are more drawn to The Pod. While we are attending Brigham Young University-Idaho for schooling, we believe 

that there will be better content and appeal to our audience if we include those not of the LDS faith in our 

audience as well. We assume our audience is either in a relationship or has been in one in the past, or will be in 

one in the future. These relationships could include the hunt for the “right person”, the early stages of dating, 

recently engaged, and even married. We assume that our audience is looking for advice for whatever 

relationship they are in, or looking to give people advice from their relationship experience from the past. 

 

Based on our assumptions, we believe that there will be a variety of articles within our first issue that will 

appeal to our intended audience and the subgroups within. For those readers looking to date or enter the dating 



world, we will have articles of first date ideas and dating horror stories. For those preparing and planning 

weddings, we will have How To’s and advice for surviving the busiest day of your life. For those on the verge 

of breakups or getting over a break up, we will have advice columns. All articles will appeal to a different 

audience, but all within the targeted audience range.  

 

Advertising will be placed throughout the first issue to encourage readers to consider the products. We will have 

ads such as ice cream for bad breakups and broken hearts, popular dating websites, hygienic products to 

increase the attractiveness of readers to potential significant others, and potential photographers and venues for 

weddings. All advertising within The Pod will have some sort of correlation to relationships and will benefit the 

audience in some way romantically. 

 

Official Request 

Finally, we request approval and funding for The Pod and believe that it will be a great success on the market. 

We will send out our calls for articles on February 24, 2017. Please contact us as soon as possible with your 

decision. If you have any additional concerns or questions regarding The Pod, please contact our chief editor, 

Kourtney Graham. She can be reached at 952-250-4905 or at gra13002@byui.edu. Thank you for your time and 

consideration. 

 

Best regards, 

  

 

Two Peas Publishing 

 

 


